Low-Energy Electronic Excitations of N-Substituted Heteroacene Molecules: Matrix Isolation Spectroscopy in Concert with Quantum-Chemical Calculations.
N-Heteropolycycles are attractive as materials in organic electronic devices. However, a detailed understanding of the low-energy electronic excitation characteristics of these species is still lacking. In this work, the matrix isolation technique is applied to obtain high-resolution absorbance spectra for a series of tetracene and core-substituted N-analogues. The experimental electronic excitation spectra obtained for matrix-isolated molecules are then analysed with the help of quantum-chemical calculations. Additional lower energy excitation bands in the spectrum of the core-substituted N-derivatives of tetracene could be explained in terms of intensity borrowing from dipole-forbidden transitions due to Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling. In the case of tetracene, evidence for the additional formation of London dimers (J aggregates) is found at higher tetracene concentrations in the matrix.